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Research involving acoustics-associated nanomaterials, nanostructures, nanofabrication and
devices for a broad range of applications has been actively pursued over the past decade or so.
In this talk, reviews are firstly given to the nanoacoustics topics including: interactions of
acoustic waves with nano materials including nanoparticles, nano-bubbles, gas vesicles,
nanodroplets; nano-materials and nanostructures for photoacoustics and laser ultrasound;
acoustic sensors, actuators and transducers involving nanomaterials, and the associated
applications in drug delivery, therapy, imaging, characterization, and manufacturing. Laser
ultrasound transducers consisting of a layer of carbon nanomaterials and a layer of thermal
elastic material are next reported as an example of nano-acoustic devices. Design, fabrication
and characterization of laser ultrasound transducers are presented, followed by the
demonstration of drug delivery and industrial non-destructive testing using these laser
ultrasound transducers. Future trend of nano-acoustics research and nano-acoustics
applications will also be discussed at the end of this talk.
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